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Definitions

The transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) syndrome 
is a severe vascular hypotension reaction that complicates 
endoscopic surgery as a result of massive irrigating fluid 
absorption causing severe acute dilution hyponatraemia (HN) of 
<120m mol/l [1]. Volumetric Overload Shock (VOS) is a condition 
caused by massive fluid infusions and is of two types; Type one 
(VOS1) and Type two (VOS2). VOS1 is induced by sodium-free 
fluid gain such as 1.5% Glycine used as irrigating fluid during 
endoscopic surgery such as TURP [1]. It has been reported with 
other fluids such as Glucose, Mannitol and Sorbitol. It is known 
as TURS or HN shock [2] as HN is a marked serological marker 
for the condition [3]. VOS2 is induced by massive infusion of 
sodium-based fluids such as normal saline, Ringer, Hartmann,  

 
plasma and plasma substitutes and/or blood transfusions that 
may complicate the therapy of VOS1. VOS2 also complicates 
fluid therapy in critically ill patients suffering from other 
known shocks such as trauma, hypovolaemic, haemorrhagic and 
septicaemic shocks and presents with the multiple vital organs 
dysfunction (MVOD) or failure syndrome. The adult respiratory 
distress syndrome (ARDS) [4] is another name under which VOS2 
is reported. Both VOS1 and VOS2 are iatrogenic complications of 
fluid therapy and occur only in hospitals.

Introduction

The clinical studies demonstrate that the transurethral 
resection of the prostate (TURP) syndrome presents as 
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volumetric overload shock (VOS). Mistaking VOS for one of the 
recognised shocks and treating it by volume expansion causes 
death of the 3 patients. Correctly diagnosing VOS and treating 
with hypertonic Sodium therapy (HST) saved the lives of all 20 
cases. We further investigated Starling’s law which underlies 
the principles of fluid therapy proving it wrong and provided 
the replacement mechanism using physical and physiological 
studies.

Why should TURS be recognized as VOS? As shown here 
VOS1 is the real patho-aetiology of TURS which has HN as a 
clear serological marker. This makes it easier to recognize 
VOS2 which unlike VOS1 has no clear serological marker. It 
also helps to establish the correct and life saving therapy of 
hypertonic 5% NaCl or 8.4% Sodium Bicarbonate. It has also 
helped in realizing that the physiological law of Starling, which 
underlies the principles of fluid therapy in clinical practice, is in 
fact incorrect. From the literature review it will be realized that 
TURP syndrome presents as vascular hypotension shock to the 
anaesthetists and surgeons during the surgery that should not 
be mistaken for one of the recognized shocks. By next morning 
it presents as HN coma to physicians. VOS1 has been induced in 
animals under clean experimental conditions in the absence of 
hemorrhage and sepsis [5]. 

Literature Review

TURP syndrome was first reported by Creevy [6] as acute 
water intoxication when distilled water was used as irrigating 
fluid for TURP. Water intoxication caused intravascular red cell 
haemolysis and acute renal failure. Shift to osmotic solutions 
was made and 1.5% Glycine gained popularity. Harrison et al. 
[2] reported TURP syndrome as acute dilutional hyponatraemic 
shock after massive gain of Glycine irrigant. However, TURP 
syndrome is not limited to TURP. It may affect any endoscopic 
surgery and has been reported in women undergoing 
Transcervical Endometrial Resection [7,8]. It may also affect 
women undergoing any surgery following excessive 5% Glucose 
infusions [3]. TURP syndrome manifests as shock during surgery 
and by next morning it manifests as HN encephalopathy coma 
[9]. TURS may be mistaken for other recognized shocks such 
as septicaemic [10], hemorrhagic [11-13] and cardiogenic 
[14,15] shock. VOS 2 may complicate all types of shocks during 
fluid therapy and the transition is seamless and hard to detect. 
It may be called the irreversible shock. The only way to detect 
VOS 2 is the sudden acute increase in body weight or accurate 
fluid balance during resuscitation. The serum solutes changes 
particularly HN have been reported by all authors [16-18].  

TURS may present as HN encephalopathy coma [3,7-9], 
cardiogeic shock or cardiac arrest [16], respiratory failure or 
arrest [19] and acute renal failure among other vital organs 
involved. Visual loss has also been reported [20]. Post-mortem 
examination has been documented [21]. TURP syndrome has 
been attributed to Glycine and ammonia toxicity [22] but it 
has also been reported with Mannitol [22] and Glucose [23]. 

Professor Hahn et al reported 480 articles of which >340 articles 
are on TURP syndrome [PubMed search December 2016] 
investigating the fluid and electrolytes dynamics [24], effect of 
over hydration on cardiac muscle [25] and other tissues [26], 
effect on renal function [27] and compared Glycine to Mannitol 
[28]. Professor Hahn favoured the toxicity of Glycine as the 
patho-aetiological cause of TURS. Ghanem and Ward introduced 
the concept of volumetric overload in the patho-etiology of TURS 
[1]. Ghanem confirmed the effectiveness of hypertonic 5%NaCl 
or 8.4% Sodium Bicarbonate both as anecdotal evidence [29] and 
in a prospective study [1] and also investigated the underlying 
faulty physiological law of Starling for the capillary interstitial 
fluid transfer [30,31]. Ghanem went further to prove that VOS is 
the real patho-aetiology of the TURP syndrome and Starling law 
is wrong [31-34].

Patients and Methods

This article is based on 4 different studies, two clinical 
of which one is based on 23 cases series and another is a 
prospective study, plus physical and physiological studies that 
prove Starling’s law for the capillary-interstitial fluid transfer is 
wrong. We report 23 case series divided into 3 groups of patients. 
Group 1 of 3 patients were treated as one of the known shocks 
by conservative treatment (CT) of volume expansion and all 
died. Group 2 of 10 patients were treated as volumetric overload 
shock (VOS) with HST of 5% NaCl or 8.4% Sodium Bicarbonate 
and all survived. Group 3 were 10 symptomatic patients 
encountered during a prospective study on 100 patients [1] and 
were randomised between CT and HST; 5 patients in each group 
named group 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. Accurate data recording 
on each patient included age, body weight and volumetric fluid 
balance during the operation, immediate pre and postoperative 
times. Serum solute concentration changes were also recorded 
at pre and post operative times.

A prospective study of 100 consecutive patients undergoing 
TURP was carried out with the approval o the Medical Ethical 
Committee. A standard procedure was performed, using an 
irrigating resectoscope (Stors), 1.5% Glycine irrgant (at a height 
of 80 cm above the heart) and suction drainage (Haemonetics 
Cell Saver IV), which measured blood loss. The absorbed volume 
of 1.5% Glycine was the difference between volume used and 
returned. Bumetanide 1mg was given at the end of the procedure. 
The volume and type of per-and 24-h post-operative intravenous 
fluids infused were recorded. Pre-and post-operative urinary 
cultures were performed on all patients and blood culture was 
performed on those showing signs of post-operative circulatory 
shock. Blood electrolytes, serum osmolality, Glycine, Serin 
and Alanine amino acids were measured on admission to the 
hospital (A), after anaesthetic induction (B), on termination 
of the procedure (C) and on the first post-operative morning 
(D). Further measurements were carried out on symptomatic 
patients, who were randomised between HTS and conservative 
treatment. Known types of shocks were excluded by quantifying 
blood loss and doing blood cultures.
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Results 

The reported cases demonstrate that the volumetric overload 
(VO) is responsible for the induction of dilution hyponatraemia 
(HN) and TURP syndrome. A summary of VO causing both 
types of VOS1 and VOS2 is sown in (Figure 1 & Table 1) shows 
the summary and comparing data on the 3 groups of patients. 
(Figure 2) shows the drop in serum sodium concentration (HN) 
and osmolality; characterising VOS1. The volume inducing VOS1 

is 3.5-5 litres. The volume inducing VOS2 is twice to three times 
as much as shown in (Figure 1) in litres and as % body weight. 
Mistaking VOS for a recognized sock and treating it with further 
volume expansion is lethal. While using HST of 5% NaCl or 8.4% 
Sodium Bicarbonate is lifesaving. The HTS therapy induces 
massive diuresis and full recovery. This is proved by both case 
series as well as the prospective randomised trial on the 100 
TURP patients [1] among whom the 10 symptomatic cases of 
Group 3 were randomised between the therapies.

Figure 1: Shows the type (Sodium-free fluid VO1 and sodium 
based fluid VO2) and means quantity of fluid in litres and as 
percent of body weight at the time of occurrence of volumetric 
overload shock (VOS).

Figure 2: Shows the mean postoperative drop in serum sodium 
and osmolality in the 3 patients groups.

Table 1: Shows the mean summary of data, therapy and outcome comparing the 3 groups of patients.

A B C D E F G H

Gr 1 Gr 2 Gr 3 Gr 3.1 Gr 3.2 Normal Units

Number of Patients 3 10 10 5 5 Mean

Age 71 70 75 72 78 72 Year

Body Weight (BM) 69 70 68 71 65 69 Kg

Postoperative serum solute concentration Preoperative

Osmolality 271 374 276 282 271 292 m mol/l

Na+ 110 108 120 119 121 139 m mol/l

Ca++ 1.69 1.79 1.85 1.84 1.86 2.22 m mol/l

K+(P<05) 5.6 4.8 5 4.9 5 4.46 m mol/l

Co2(P=.002) 23 23 25.5 24 26.4 27.3 m mol/l

Glucose 13.2 17.3 16.4 15.9 16.9 6.2 m mol/l

Urea(P=.0726) 26.5 9 6.6 6.8 6.4 6.7 m mol/l

Bilirubin(P<.05) 19 16 8 6 9 7 m mol/l

AST 124 32 20 18 21 20 m mol/l

Protein 43 52 48 44 52 62 m mol/l

Albumin 18.9 16.2 7.5 7.8 7.2 8 m mol/l

Hb (P=.0018) 119.3 127.9 114.5 105.2 123.8 138.8 m mol/l

WCC(P<.005) 18.9 16.2 7.5 7.8 7.2 8.0 per HFP

Glycine 10499

293µmol/lTherapy CT HST Random HST CT @

Outcome Death Full Rec Full Rec Morb. @
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Of the prospective study, the mean age of the patients was 
74 years (SD±4), weight was 70.8kg (±8.6), weight of resected 
prostatic tissue was 30.8gr (±21.7) and resection time was 
56.5min (±27.3). The mean volume of 1.5% glycine used for 
irrigation per procedure was 16.73 litres (±10.38). The mean 

per-operative volume of glycine absorbed, total fluid gained 
and blood loss were 0.6(±0.7), 1.57(±0.98) and 0.356(±0.148) 
litres respectively. The mean and SD of volumetric overload of 
symptomatic patients are show in (Figure 3).

Figure 3: The means and standard deviations in symptomatic patients of Glycine absorbed (Gly abs), intravenously infused 5% Dextrose 
(IVI Dext) Total IVI fluids, Total Sodium-free fluid gained (Na Free Gain) and total fluid gain in litres (l).

A total of 20, 10 and 4% of all patients showed a drop in 
post-operative serum sodium concentration of >10, >15 and 
>20mmol/l, respectively. A significant relationship existed 
between the volume of glycine absorbed and the post-operative 
changes in serum glycine and sodium concentrations (P=0.0001). 
A significant relationship between the post-operative drop in 
serum sodium concentration and total volumetric gain, including 
IVI fluids, was also observed (P=0.0001). 

Treatment 

Five of the 10 patients who showed signs of the TURP 
syndrome were treated with HST 5% NaCl infused at a rate of 
200ml/20 minutes. The other 5 patients plus the 2 patients 
with asymptomatic drop in serum sodium of 16mmol/l were 
treated conservatively (CT). In the conservatively treated 
group, 2 patients appeared to suffer hypovolaemic shock 
despite volumetric overload and they all had the criteria of 

the TURP syndrome, they were treated with “guarded” volume 
expansion. The first patient received 1 unit of blood and 1 litre of 
Haemaccel with bumetanide 2mg, atropine and aminophylline; 
the second patient received 1.5 litre of Haemaccel, atropine and 
a further dose of bumetanide. The 2 patients with asymptomatic 
hyponatraemia were each given a further dose of diuretic.

The changes in serum sodium and osmolality of patients 
treated with hypertonic sodium and those treated conservatively 
were compared. Those treated with hypertonic sodium responded 
promptly and recovered fully passing between 2.5 and 4.5 litres 
of urine. Serum sodium concentration was elevated by the end 
of infusion to 132.5m mol/l (±0.2) and had returned to normal 
level by next morning. No complications or residual signs were 
observed in this group. One patient of the conservatively treated 
group developed cerebro-vascular accident with hemiplegia and 
fully recovered with a delayed infusion HhST.

Figure 4: Shows the lumen pressure (LP) components of flow pressure (FP) and side pressure (SP) of a rubber orifice tube as measured 
by manometers with needles inserted at various cm distances from the inlet. When the needle’s bevel faces upstream it measures FP (Top 
manometers) and when acing downstream it measures SP (Bottom manometers).
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The hydrodynamics of a rubber inlet tube that demonstrates 
the negative side pressure (SP) gradient exerted on its wall 
as well as the flow pressure (FP) components of its lumen 
pressure (LP) is shown in (Figure 4). The hydrodynamics of the 
G tube is shown in (Figure 5). The G-C phenomenon is shown 
in (Figure 6). It is observed from the presented results that the 
hydrodynamics of the G tube is totally different from Poiseuille’s 

tube. The orifice of the G tube creates a negative side pressure 
gradient on its wall inducing a suction force which is transmitted 
to the surrounding chamber C creating a dynamic magnetic field 
like fluid G-C circulation that rapidly irrigates the C. The orifice 
thus transfers the PP from a filtration force in Poiseuille’s tube 
into a suction force in the G tube.

Figure 5: Shows the hydrodynamic of a porous oriice (G) tube. The side pressure (SP) gradient exerted on its wall turns from negative near 
the inlet to positive near the exit. The magnetic field like G-C circulation is shown when the tube is placed in a surrounding chamber but can 
be seen at the top of the photo.

Figure 6: Shows a diagram of the G-C circulation based on several photographs creating a net negative pressure in C (Highlighted in 
yellow).

Increasing the PP enhances the G-C circulation while 
reducing it slows it down. The distal pressure has the opposite 
effect. Increasing the DP slows down the G-C circulation and 
turns the pressure in C into positive with increased volume. 
The effect of increasing the orifice diameter has U or inverted 
Bell shaped effect on SP and CP. The G-C circulation thus offers 
a complete and correct replacement for Starling’s law. In the 
physiological experiments running the fluid through the artery 
made the capillary act like a G tube causing suction through its 
proximal part and filtration through the distal part inducing a 
rapid circulation between the capillary lumen and surrounding 
ISF space with net negative pressure in the ISF space i.e. without 

oedema formation. Reversing the circulation and making fluid to 
run through the vein caused positive SP with filtration causing 
massive oedema with increased weight of the limb. Changing 
the circulating fluid from Normal Saline to Plasma Substitute 
(Haeemaccel) made no difference on the limb during both 
arterial and venous circulations. 

The absence of oncotic pressure on using Normal Saline 
does not cause oedema. Reversing the inflow from venous 
back to arterial caused absorption of all the accumulated fluid 
in the ISF space and restored its negative pressure. This is a 
direct physiological proof that Starling’s Law is wrong and the 
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hydrodynamics of the G tube provide the correct replacement. 
The presented studies complement one another and provide the 
complete evidence on the new VOS causing the TURP syndrome 
and acute hyponatraemia.

Discussion

The presented evidence from the case series demonstrates 
that sodium-free fluid of 1.5% Glycine and 5% Glucose induces 
VOS1 causing dilution of all serum solutes concentration of 
which HN is the most marked. It presents with shock during 
surgery and by next day it becomes HN encephalopathy coma. 
But, all vital organs are affected with dysfunction or failure due 
to congestion and oedema. Thus the clinical picture of VOS1 is 
coma, convulsion, disrythmia, annuria, respiratory distress, 
liver dysfunction, haematological disorder and paralytic ileus 
plus oedema or anasarca. The volume of gained fluids inducing 
VOS1 and VOS2 is shown in (Figure 1). So, these patients though 
in shock are not hypovolaemic but rather hypervolaemic as 
evidenced by the dilution of PV and ISF solute contents. 

The results of the prospective study have shown that the 
TURP syndrome is precipitated by sodium-free fluid volumetric 
overload, the result of Glycine absorption and intravenously 
infused fluids. The measured mean volume of Glycine 
absorption, blood loss and changes of serum electrolytes are 
similar to those reported by other authors [9-12]. Data indicate 
that a volume of >2 litres, gained in one hour, can lead to the 
TURP syndrome; >3.5 litres precipitates VOS1 and multiple 
system dysfunctions (Figure 2). No patient with the syndrome 
had a blood loss exceeding 0.4 litres; unlike hypovolaemic and 
septicaemic shock, 5% NaCl was shown to be the treatment 
of choice as further isotonic fluid and blood infusion were 
contraindicated. The G-C circulation phenomenon causes rapid 
mixing of fluids in the lumen of the G tube and a surrounding 
fluid chamber compartment C. Its efficiency in exchanging 
materials between the G tube and chamber C, akin to ‘capillary 
and ISF compartments’ is remarkable. 

The shape of pores, whether hole or slit makes no difference. 
Large particles trapped in chamber C require regular cleaning. 
The negative energy of the G–C circulation is a considerable 
force. This negative energy force effectively irrigates chamber 
C, allowing rapid transfer of fluid and particles into and from 
chamber C, akin to the passage of fluids with ‘oxygen and 
nutrients including protein molecules into the ISF space and 
washing out waste products while preventing excess ISF 
accumulation. Guyton and Coleman’s [35] capsule provided 
excellent evidence on the negative energy pressure of the ISF 
induced by the dynamic capillary flow, as demonstrated by the 
net negative CP in the G–C apparatus (Figures 6).

The presented evidence demonstrates that the capillaries 
act like G tubes in every aspect of the experiments. It allows 
rapid capillary- ISF transfer inducing a net negative pressure 
in the ISF space which prevents fluid accumulation in ISF space 
and oedema formation. On the other hand making capillary 

act as Poiseuille’s tube by reversing the flow through the vein 
caused massive oedema formation and positive ISF pressure 
with matching increase in the limb’s weight.

The presented complete evidence demonstrates that VOS 
is the real patho-aetiology of the TURP syndrome and acute 
hyponatraemia. Treating this condition by mistaking it for one 
of the recognised shocks by further volume expansion is lethal. 
Using hypertonic 5% NaCl or 8.4 NaCo3 is curative. The physical 
evidence demonstrate that Starling’s law for the capillary 
interstitial fluid flow is wrong and provide the replacement 
mechanism of the G tube. The physiological evidence confirmed 
that the capillary works as a G tube.

The literature review demonstrated that the TURP 
syndrome presents as shock that is usually mistaken for one 
of the recognized shocks and treated with volume expansion 
causing death. TURP syndrome was first reported by Creevy 
[6] as acute water intoxication when distilled water was used 
as irrigating fluid for TURP. Shift to osmotic solutions was made 
and 1.5% Glycine gained popularity. Harrison et al. [2] reported 
TURP syndrome as acute dilutional hyponatraemic shock after 
massive gain of Glycine irrigant. TURP syndrome manifests as 
shock during surgery and by next morning it manifests as HN 
encephalopathy coma [9]. TURS may be mistaken for other 
recognized shocks such as septicaemic [10], hemorrhagic [11-13] 
and cardiogenic [14,15] shock. VOS 2 may complicate all types of 
shocks during fluid therapy and the transition is seamless and 
hard to detect. The serum solutes changes particularly HN have 
been reported by all authors [16-18]. 

TURS may present as HN encephalopathy coma [3,7-9], 
cardiogeic shock or cardiac arrest [16], respiratory failure or 
arrest [19] and acute renal failure among other vital organs 
involved. Visual loss has also been reported [20]. Post-mortem 
examination has been documented [21]. TURP syndrome has 
been attributed to Glycine and ammonia toxicity [22] but it has 
also been reported with Mannitol [22] and Glucose [3]. Professor 
Hahn et al. [24] reported 480 articles of which >340 articles 
are on TURP syndrome [PubMed search December 2016] 
investigating the fluid and electrolytes dynamics [24], effect of 
over hydration on cardiac muscle [25] and other tissues [26], 
effect on renal function [27] and compared Glycine to Mannitol 
[28]. Professor Hahn favoured the toxicity of Glycine as the 
patho-aetiological cause of TURS. Ghanem and Ward introduced 
the concept of volumetric overload in the patho-etiology of TURS 
[1]. Ghanem confirmed the effectiveness of hypertonic 5%NaCl 
or 8.4% Sodium Bicarbonate both as anecdotal evidence [29] and 
in a prospective study [1] and also investigated the underlying 
faulty physiological law of Starling for the capillary interstitial 
fluid transfer [30,31]. Ghanem went further to prove that VOS 
is the real patho-aetiology of the TURP syndrome and Starling 
law is wrong [31-34]. This investigation started in 1985 and 
concluded in 2017 by the discovery of two new types of shock 
and a replacement for a faulty physiological law. 
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It started with the observation that during resuscitation of 
shock of the TURP syndrome the patient died and post mortem 
examination revealed gross oedema of all organs and tissues. The 
occurrence of gross oedema with severe hypotension shock was 
considered inconsistent with Starling’s law. This prompted an 
investigation on the hydrodynamics of a porous orifice (G) tube, 
akin to capillary, and comparing it with Poiseuille’s tube. Starling 
based his hypothesis on Poiseuille’s work and considered fluid 
filtration occurs because of the arterial pressure inside the tube. 
The arterial pressure inside the G tube induces a negative side 
pressure on its wall that causes fluid suction and its dynamics is 
totally different to Poiseuille’s tube. 

This side pressure of the G tube creates a net negative 
pressure in a surrounding chamber C and mixing circulation 
between fluids inside the G tube and surrounding it in C. The 
porous orifice G tube is based on the ultra-structure of the 
capillary that has a pre-capillary sphincter and porous slits in its 
wall that allow the passage of plasma protein- thus no osmotic 
absorption force exist. The physiological evidence further 
demonstrated that the capillary works as G tube when fluid 
flows through the artery and works as Poiseuille’s tube when 
fluid flows through the vein.

On the clinical front, a case series of 23 patients who 
developed the TURP syndrome of whom the first 3 were mistaken 
for recognised shock and treated with volume expansion and 
died. The remaining 20 patients were diagnosed to have VOS 
and treated with HST all survived. This established the diagnosis 
of two new types of shock and its treatment. The prospective 
investigation on 100 consecutive TURP patients of whom 10 
cases developed the TURP syndrome further affirmed the 
discovery of VOS and the effectiveness of HST. This concluded 
the investigation that is reported here.

Conclusion

The presented evidence summarises the complete evidence 
on VOS causing the TURP syndrome and acute dilution 
hyponataemia both at the clinical and experimental levels. 
Mistaking VOS for one of the recognised shocks and treating it 
with further volume expansion is lethal. While HST of 5% NaCl 
or 8.4% NaCo3 is a life saving treatment for VOS. Starling’s law 
for the capillary-interstitial fluid transfer is proved wrong and an 
alternative mechanism based on the hydrodynamics of porous 
orifice (G) tube is provided.

Competing interest: none declared.
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